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We all had to play two instruments. Piano, “and.” Regardless, the 

music was classical. All structure, baroque. As I got older, I still 

picked up instruments, but always played within classical lines. 

Improv, and in particular, jazz, have always been a fascination to me 

because they’re a downright mystery. This is what brought me to the 

making of Kind of Blue.
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In the spring of 1959, seven musicians got together, some for the first time. When they arrived that day, 

each received a slip of paper with rough markings on it. Miles Davis, the organizer, had just handed 

them a little piece of history. You see, with this gesture, Miles Davis introduced something called modal 

jazz — a way of approaching improvisation unlike what had been seen before. In contrast to the complex 

chord progressions of the preceding years, modal jazz was simple. It was a mode, a scale, a framework.

FrameWorKs For improVisation
Instead of the control coming from the composer (read: the designer), modal jazz promotes a sense of 

discovery. It doesn’t reveal everything; it holds back in order to let go. This loose framework, then, gives 

way to co-creation.

And with recent talks, posts by people I look to for inspiration and read often talking about similar 

ideas, suddenly I can’t help but see improvisation everywhere! Perhaps you will too.

in reaL time
Like never before, people are improvising. Whether it’s for the realtime web or the realtime world, people 

are coming together in shared experiences, and rounding them out with personal stories, etiquettes, and 

values. They’re finding uninscribed rules in frames of reference — as didactic as form fields, as motley as 

urban landscapes. The designer’s role, then, shifts. Designers introduce the frames that audiences inter-

pret. The audience is no longer just a spectator; the designer no longer the only creator.

Anil Dash on the realtime web:

In the realtime web, we’ve focused a great deal on the latest noise. But … what may matter most 

about realtime capabilities is the user experience that’s enabled. And the best use for realtime com-

munications on the web is not to simply bring in the most recent information on a topic, but rather 

to make clear that others are experiencing or interacting with the same content at the same time.

No matter what the shared experience — be it part of a TED audience, a jazz improv group, a Twitter ex-

change, any shared audience — there is a common construct: the subject matter is such because of the 

improvisation. The framework (or as Frank wonderfully names it “tables”) merely suggests a possible 

dialog. And it’s the way the designer designs that suggestion that becomes paramount. How detectable 

is that suggested framework? And how do we design so that we’re setting out opportunities for audi-

ences to take advantage of (or not)?
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improV oVerLap
Design is shifting from the creator to the consumer, yet it’s the place in the middle, the place where 

they play off one another, where new meaning is created. Frank Chimero recently talked about coming 

to jazz as one model for improvisation:

Learning about the history of the music and listening to musicians talk about jazz music, I heard 

things that made design make a bit more sense. Jazz is about improvising. It’s about having the 

musicians and audience meet the music halfway.

Exactly. (And do not miss the smart synthesis on pseudo-structures for more on this idea.) I would 

even say it’s more than a meeting point; it’s an overlap. The overlap is where new ideas — from both 

consumer and creator — come together, collide, discover new meanings. Miles Davis wanted to capture 

the spirit of discovery in his music. So at the intersection, how do we provide just enough constraint to 

allow for free-form discovery? How do we design for improvisation?

Constraints For CreatiVity
When people talk about improvisation, they use phrases like “flying by the seat of my pants” and “wing-

ing it” — nomenclature that suggests being untethered. But in fact, improv is just the opposite. Its con-

straints set audiences free. They set rough guidelines for what’s to come. (See the emergent grammar of 

hashtags, the format of Humble Pied, or even something more scripted.)

Whether we consider our framework a browser, a city, or something unknown, we create the notes 

that allow audiences to improvise the greater whole. Just as Miles Davis created a new form of jazz that 

allowed a new generation of musicians to play beyond themselves, so do we have the opportunity to 

create frameworks for audiences to create in realtime.

Design in terms oF expeCtations
Back to music. “Music is the pleasurable overflow of information,” according to Jonah Lehrer. When we 

listen, our brain makes order from the cacophony of notes to make sense of it. In other words, when we 

listen, we don’t hear notes. We hear sound in motion. (Consider that! Sound in motion!) Of course, our 

brains know there are individual notes. But we hear motion because our brain wants to find patterns 

and hears, “in terms of expectations.” Our brain orders sound to keep up.

More from Lehrer on this:

Music works by subtly toying with our expected associations, enticing us to make predictions about 

what note will come next, and then confronting us with our prediction errors. In other words, every 

melody manipulates the same essential mechanisms we use to make sense of reality.

If this is the case, we already think in terms of what will come next. As people, as designers, we think in 

terms of expectations. We can turn scraps of sound into a symphony. Just like Miles Davis and his sextet 

turned scraps of paper into one of the best-selling albums of all time. Just like we, as designers, turn scraps 

of paper into transformative designs. This is our ability. To frame experiences; to extract information; to 

make haphazard notes and make sense of them; to imagine the future while the present is in motion.

As designers, we write the notes and our audiences improvise the music — whether it be interfaces, 

gestures, symphonies, or something much greater. •
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We used to have audiences, but the information age has transformed 

them into users no longer satisfied with the passive consumption of 

content. They desire interactions and opportunities to connect and 

contribute. Designers are placed in a position to plan and produce 

the systems, platforms, frameworks, events and artifacts that work 

as a conduit to facilitate these interactions and experiences.

by frank chimero Unfortunately, there’s little information to cite about what works and what does not in these sorts of 

endeavors. We’re left looking in the periphery for wisdom about the process, trying to find patterns in 

other realms that can be mapped into this new space.

The best way to gain a bit of insight is to consider the best, most social, interactive work designers are pro-

ducing as frameworks for improvisation. To develop a vocabulary, frame the process, label characteristics 

and potentially predict success, we can cite the wisdom of the other arts that use improvisation as a cor-

nerstone: areas such as jazz and improvisational theater. From this, we can begin to dictate best practices.

Limitations
Every game needs rules, and every successful framework for improvisation has limitations. These 

limitations can be internal to let the creative get to work, but can also manifest outward to act as rules 

of engagement for contributors and participants.

Limitations can be useful to help a creator or contributor begin working in a general direction, then, 

use the feedback of the process to steer their decision making. This is how improv theater works. Most 

sketches begin with a prompt, then the actors let the momentum of the narrative snowball by working 

off of the limitation of the prompt and any rules the improv game may have.

The utility of restraints is that they give the participants common-footing, which allows them to get 

started. Motivation doesn’t disappear, it evaporates, and this seems crucial when a designer is either 

trying to get to work, or is working to ensure their users remain engaged. One strategy is to create a 

purposeful set of limitations I like to call a “pseudo-structure.” Pseudo-structures act as a framework 

for creative activity and improvisation. Limitations are the playground of a creative mind. They are a 

latticework on which to hang ideas.

Many of the greats used pseudo-structures when working. Vivaldi wrote four violin concertos: one for 

each season. Shakespeare’s sonnets follow a specific rhyming scheme and are always 14 lines. During 

Picasso’s blue period, he essentially only painted monochromatically. There are also ample examples 

of limitations being used to frame user’s contributions, such as Twitter’s character limit on posts or the 

formulaic approach to creating a proper LOLCat. (Oh hai.) Miranda July and Harrell Fletcher’s Learning 

to Love You More is a project made of a series of pseudo-structures that asks contributors to complete 

the task, document the results, then submit them to share online.

see also:

Pseudo-Structures

http://blog.frankchimero.com/

post/250858373/pseudo-structures-

there-is-no-secret-to
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The restrictions of a pseudo-structure can take many shapes. They can be conceptual, where the restric-

tions determine the subject matter of the work. (See Vivaldi’s concertos or Sufjan Stevens’ State Project 

or any illustrated Alphabet book.) Limitations can also be structural, where compositional restrictions 

are created. (Such as Shakespeare’s sonnets, Twitter’s character limit, or choreographing a dance where 

the dancer doesn’t step outside of a specific space.)

When choosing limitations, the designer needs to be careful to not make them too, well, limiting. The 

idea is to use the pseudo-structures to promote activity, not suppress it. When done correctly, limita-

tions can be used as a tool to overcome the gap between finding the desire to do something and know-

ing where to put your efforts. A good limitation makes the contributor feel like they are already halfway 

done: all that is left to do is to sort out the details and execute their idea.

aCCeptanCe anD amBigUity
One of the core tenants of improv theater is the idea of “Yes, and…” meaning that each step in an 

improvisational process is accepting previous contributions and is additive in nature. Improvisation is 

more akin to building with clay than sculpting out of marble: things are added and attached rather than 

excess being carved away. We’re not freeing people out of blocks of marble; we’re building something 

out of nothing. Rejection squelches unforeseen possibilities in the interaction and cripples participants’ 

desire to contribute. Frameworks for improvisation must remain positive and accepting.

The challenge (and potentially art) of creating these frameworks is balancing the inherent incongru-

ency of some ideas that comes with setting limitations versus trying to create an atmosphere of accep-

tance that maximizes potential. The art is having participants understand that anything goes, but not 

everything.

Creating these frameworks and building them on the idea of acceptance means that there will always 

be an element of ambiguity in the results. But, I think that we will become more and more accustomed 

to ambiguity as we build more of these platforms, because their utility will not be obvious. As the 

format of contribution proliferates through more of what designers make, we’ll see more powerful new 

tools, devices, sites and ways to interact that do not have a clear value proposition. They can’t say “this 

is important because it lets you do this” or “this is the specific reason this thing exists.”

Ambiguity begins to explain why Twitter is different from Facebook. The value proposition of Facebook 

is clear: stay in contact with friends and share with them. But, what do you use Twitter for? No one can 

say definitively, because there is no right way to use it. For some, it’s a news feed, for others, it’s a way to 

communicate with friends, and for others, it’s a way to keep in contact with brands and promotions.

It’s why Twitter fascinates some, and beguiles others. Twitter can’t craft a clear value proposition on 

their homepage to say what the site is for. If you are someone who needs convincing, that’s frustrating, 

because everyone is talking about Twitter. If you are observant, Twitter’s popularity in spite of this is a 

sign that something big is happening.  We’re no longer building hammers with one specific use, or even 

a swiss army knife that can do many different things. What we are building is more akin to two pieces 

of stone, from which someone can make their own tool: arrowhead or hand axe. The most flexible 

frameworks for improvisation will not only have improvised content, but also improvised utility. Often 

times, the utility is the interaction.

see also:

Utility Ambiguity

http://blog.frankchimero.com/

post/365253361/utility-ambiguity
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Lessons From jaZZ
The predominant cultural example of an improvisational creative endeavor is jazz. Learning about the 

history of the music and listening to musicians talk about jazz, I heard things that made these frame-

works make more sense. Jazz is about improvising, and it’s about having the musicians and audience 

meet the music halfway. Jazz is a platform and a cultural vessel. And it’s incredibly difficult to summa-

rize in words without seeming hyperbolic. It’s value is soft, but we some how perceive it to have value 

despite it’s ambiguity.

Design seems to be the same way. It is about improvising (we can’t boil it down to a hard set of rules to 

follow). It’s about meeting messages halfway at the overlap where the creators and users meet. Design 

is a platform and cultural vessel prone to hyperbole. And it has a soft value that is often difficult for 

outsiders to discern.

The primary trait of both jazz and improvisation is process. To truly partake in it, you have to visit a place 

to see it in progress. Every jazz club or improv comedy theater is a temple to the process of production. 

It’s a factory, and the art is more of the assembly than the product. Jazz is more verb than noun. So, I’d say 

that the most successful of these improvisational frameworks we create should be verb-based, and focus 

on creating meaningful experiences, interactions and connections. We’ll use nouns and artifacts to act as 

facilitators, but the real point of the exercise is the experience.

Designed frameworks can be platforms for experiences. As our skills in making them mature, the basic 

trait for platforms will be interaction and the basic need of its contributors will be connection. The 

success of a framework will be measured in enthusiasm. Platforms and their frameworks for impro-

visation are not a destination, but an environment: less a sandcastle, and more a sandbox. It has been 

frequently noted that the tools of our trade have been democratized and everyone can access them. If 

we’ve all a shovel and a pail, the sandboxes we build become incredibly important. So, time to play.

see also:

Platforms as Tables, Tables as Platforms

http://blog.frankchimero.com/

post/380333137/platforms-as-tables-

tables-as-platforms


